108	PYTHAGOREAN ARITHMETIC
(<r<t>aipt.KQi) or recurring (aTro/caraoran/ccu) ; these sides and cubes end in 1, 6, or 6, and, as the squares end in the same digits, the squares are called circular (kvk\lkoi).
Oblong numbers (erepo/zTy/ce*?) are, as we have seen, of the form w(m+l); prolate numbers (Trpo/^/ceiy) of the form m(m + ri) where n> 1 (c. 18). Some simple relations between oblong numbers, squares, and triangular numbers are given (cc. 19-20). If hn represents the oblong number n(n + 1), and tn the triangular number -| n(n + 1) of side n, we have, for example,
hn/n* = (n + l)/n,   kn-n*=z n,   ^/V-i = n/(n - x)»
all of which formulae are easily verified.
Sum of series of cube numbers.
C. 20 ends with an interesting statement about cubes.   If, says Nicomachus, we set out the series of odd numbers
1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19,...
the first (1) is a cube, the sum of the next two (3 4- 5) is a cube, the sum of the next three (7 4- 9 + 11) is a cube, and so on. We can prove this law by assuming that 7i3 is equal to the sum of n odd numbers beginning with 2&+1 and ending with 2 x 4-2?i — l. The sum is (2x + n)n] since therefore (2 x + n)n = Tfc3,
a; = !(7l2-7l),
and the formula is
(n2— 7i + l)4-(^2-')i4-3) + ... +(n2 + n-l) = n3.
By putting successively n = 1, 2, 3 ... r, &c., in this formula and adding the results we find that
234-334-... +r3= 14- (3 + 5)4- (7 4- 9 4- 11) 4-.-.. 4- (... r2 + r- 1). The number of terms in this series of odd numbers is clearly
1 + 24-34-.. .4-r    or   Jr(r+l). Therefore    13+ 23 + 33+ ... + r3 = Jr (r+ 1) (1 +r2 + r-'l)

